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Abstract
Unmanned vehicles are becoming a common sighting in our day-to-day life and are soon going to become an
important economic drive in creating workspaces and help achieve new milestones in human activities. As such, the technology
revolving around the unmanned vehicles will push itself as much as it’s needed but with each achievement in the field of
robotics a legal issue arises around how to use the newly acquired piece of technology in a public or private space and whether
or not should such a technology be placed under a strict governmental control.
As the saying by Prof. Henry W. Haynes (1879) goes “The possession of great powers and capacity for good
implies equally great responsibilities in their employment. Where so much has been given much is required.” so does an
unmanned vehicle and its operator must follow a degree of legal guidelines on how to properly use the gadget and to also to
understand the legal limitations when interacting with other entities.
This paper will focus on identifying and answering some legal issues regarding what is required for a drone to fly
over an identifiable space, but also if the operator must have a document that was conferred by a state to acknowledge the
skills of the pilot or should a software limitation be in place for national security safeguards. The paper will also tackle the
issue of identifying legal documents from different states that can be applied to drone flight operations and also if different
states have adopted sanctions to persons who did not abide to said legal norms.
Keywords: uav, pilot license, air laws, examination, drones.

1. Facts and legal issues regarding
unmanned vehicles.
1.1. Introduction and facts regarding the
legality of unmanned vehicles.
The progress of robotics and communications
technology has drawn a point in which the average
consumer now has the possibility to acquire unmanned
drones and use them in their day-today life. This
progress however brings forth new social and legal
issues such as operator liability, privacy violations,
certification requirements and new mulct or crimes to
be classified.
Even at this stage of the technology, lawmakers
must be ready to tackle future modes of transportation
of passengers and cargo by unmanned vehicles, as such
a new phenomenon of remote controlled devices will
bring forth new social services that must be covered by
laws.
Current drone technology only allows the drone
to be handled by a remote pilot, who can either be a
lone operator or comprised of a team operators, who
operators the unmanned vehicle based on the data that
is being gathered from its camera, sensors and satellite
connection. A second type of unmanned vehicle is


based on self-management and self-guidance, on the
basis of pre-programmed instructions, machine
learning or even artificial intelligence1. The later type
of unmanned vehicles is a newly formed category that
is based on automation and as such can only accomplish
tasks within programmed limits.
The focus of this paper will be mainly on
unmanned aerial vehicles and their legal status and
situation based on current aircraft regulatory regime.
While aircraft regulations may seem well established,
drones offer a different approach to a traditional legal
branch and bring a plethora of new situations which
require either a new understanding of the older legal
provisions or must be accompanied with new legal
regulations based on their current and short-term future
prospects.
The first time the concept of unmanned aerial
vehicles was handled by the Protocol amending the
Paris Convention (1929)2 in the context of unmanned
balloons that were developed and used both
scientifically and military. Later, small planes were
remote controlled and used with the same objectives in
mind, but had shortcomings when range and fuel
autonomy was taken into consideration.
As such, the Chicago Convention on International
Civil Aviation3 recognizes unmanned aerial vehicles
under article 84 and establishes a positive obligation
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towards states to ensure that such flights will be
conducted without endangering other civilian aircraft.
The requirement for drones in this case should be to at
least be registered to an individual, a legal entity or
even to a governmental body, but just this condition has
proven that it can be difficult to achieve or lackluster
when accidents happen, this being taken under
consideration as Annex 7 to the Chicago Convention
established the requirement for states to have a national
aircraft register5. For civilian aircraft accidents to even
be considered a registry must exist and drones have
been considered being registered to said registry to
benefit from compensation clauses, as article 1 of the
Convention on Damage Caused by Foreign Aircraft to
Third Parties on the Surface6 dictates.
To ensure that drones are flying in such a manner
that allows for compensation in case of accidents and
discourage unmorally conduct is by introducing a legal
obligation for operators to be licensed, registered and
have a minimal understanding of safety laws and
procedures, similarly to how a person acquires a
driving license for a car or a plane.
The only drawback of the Chicago Convention is
that of not being able to foresee the rise of autonomous
drones and semi-intelligent software, as such the
convention only covers drones that are piloted by a
human operator and not guided by one through a
software interface. However, the International Civil
Aviation Organization (henceforth will be abbreviated
I.C.A.O.) has been active as of 2006 in recognizing the
impact of unmanned vehicles and started developing
legal guidelines for members to integrate in their
national legal system.
I.C.A.O. had two informal meetings in 2006 and
2007 in order to develop standards regarding drone
operations and started a collaboration with the
European Organization for Civil Aviation Equipment
and the Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics
in order to fully grasp how drones operate and to have
a lager vision on how the technology might evolve later
on7.
The most important regulatory work is the
inclusion of fully autonomous drones under the
definition of article 8 of the Chicago Convention, as it
was endorsed in the 35th Session of the I.C.A.O.
Assembly8 and as such ensuring that states will have to
tackle this issue in their own national legislation. With
this inclusion, a proper definition of the concept can be
understood as „An unmanned aerial vehicle is a
pilotless aircraft, in the sense of Article 8 of the
5
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Convention on International Civil Aviation, which is
flown without a pilot-in-command on-board and is
either remotely and fully controlled from another place
(ground, another aircraft, space) or programmed and
fully autonomous”9.
Despite having guidelines on how drones should
operate and how air space should be segregated to
accommodate the new devices, states still have issues
in implementing these principles and standards and
sometimes require trial-and-error to grasp the real
issues that drones bring forth.
However, the European Union acknowledges the
ongoing need to regulate drones, this being a common
strategy as the Riga Declaration10 claims in the opening
statement regarding principles: „Drones need to be
treated as new types of aircraft with proportionate
rules based on the risk of each operation” with rules
being simple and performance based. As such, the
European Union launched on the 7th of December 2015
the Aviation Strategy which will gather amendments
from anyone interested and have a formal debate in the
European Parliament on how the final regulatory
document should handle drones. The current agenda
supports a spring 2018 deadline for amendments and
proposals followed by the formal debate11.
This is however lackluster since by 2014 there
were 87 states from around the world that were
developing drones or were already owning civilian and
military drones and doing operations on a regulatory
basis12 and as such not everyone was ready to discuss
and adopt an international legal binding document on
how unmanned vehicles should operate.
1.2. Standards and practices for unmanned
vehicles.
To help states integrate unmanned aerial vehicles
in non-segregated airspace I.C.A.O. developed
guidelines that were integrated into the Manual on
Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems13 which reinstates
that “Each contracting State undertakes to adopt
measures to insure that every aircraft flying over or
maneuvering within its territory and that every aircraft
carrying its nationality mark, wherever such aircraft
may be, shall comply with the rules and regulations
relating to the flight and maneuver of aircraft there in
force. Each contracting State undertakes to keep its
own regulations in these respects uniform, to the
greatest possible extent, with those established from
time to time under this Convention. Over the high seas,
the rules in force shall be those established under this
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Convention. Each contracting State undertakes to
insure the prosecution of all persons violating the
regulations applicable.”14 As such article 12 requires
states to adopt legal provisions to ensure that unmanned
aerial vehicles are being flown under principles that
govern public safety and transparent liability.
Furthermore, the manual offers an insight to what
drones should require to be air ready based on what
documentation is required for a civilian airplane, that
being: a certificate of registration, certificate of
airworthiness, a license for each member of the crew, a
log book, a radio, and other requirements that are based
on its capability (if it can carry passengers or goods)15.
Regarding the certificate of airworthiness, this is a
requirement that is only required if the device is capable
of doing international flights and as such is not a
requirement for internal drone flights and also the
manual states that the license to fly a drone is not
needed.
However, the problem of the drones is exactly the
lack of a license to fly, since a lot of drones can easily
be acquired from the market and be used right out of
the box without any prior knowledge or safety checks.
The lack of a proper course in air safety can be a
decisive moment between a fatal accident and a safe
conduct.
Furthermore, drones do not abide to the general
type of operation that the Chicago Convention
regulates, meaning that it does not follow a general
commercial air transport operation paradigm or even
that of the general aviation operation (corporate or
aerial work).
Articles 8, 12 and 2016 from the Chicago
Convention establish the need for drone registration to
be done similarly to an identification plate on a car, this
being a sign of the drones nationality and that it is under
the supervision of a state or more states. The obligation
requires that the license plate (markings) to be placed
in a prominent position or affixed conspicuously to the
exterior. The markings are to be obtained after
registration in a national database and be fixed,
preferably, by the registrar.
The manual also covers the need for a
certification for operators, but the requirement is only
limited to commercial operators or to those who can
conduct operations as services and must be contracted
in this manner. Furthermore, the operator must ensure
that all employees are familiar with the laws,
regulations and procedures applicable to the
performance of their duties, prescribed for the areas to
be traversed, the aerodromes to be used and the air
navigation facilities relating thereto, and operations
must be conducted only under safe conditions and
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under operational control of the operator. The manual
also recommends that responsibility for operational
control should only be delegated to the remote pilot-incommand (PIC) and to a flight operations officer/flight
dispatcher if an operator’s approved method of control
and supervision of flight operations requires the use of
flight operations officer/flight dispatcher personnel17.
The certification should contain the name of the
state of the operator, a number and an expiration date,
the name of the operator, contact details and signature
of the governmental or private body that has provided
certification, types of operations that are authorized,
models of unmanned vehicles that can be operated and
airspace categories that can be used accordingly.
According to I.C.A.O. Assembly Resolution A38-1218
certifications that are remitted according to
international requirements are also recognized by other
states without further need towards obtaining a new
certification of the same class or category.
Furthermore, the Manual requires that licensed
(certified) operators must hold a series of documents in
order to conduct safe operations, these are represented
by the present manual are not limited to the following19:
the certificate of operations, operations specifics to the
vehicle model, operations manual, flight manual,
maintenance control manual, insurance, the registry
certification, air worthiness certification (if its
conducting international operations), certification for
special components, radio license, noise certification,
special loads certification and cargo manifest.
After the operator has launched an operation, he
must have a certified copy of the license on him, a
certified copy of registry paper, a certified copy of the
air worthiness certification, license for each
pilot/operator in certified copy, a log book, operation
specifics, cargo manifest and special documentation for
dangerous goods, noise certification and radio license,
and also the operation must be accompanied with a
flight manual in order to help during situations.
The operator is also responsible20 for the
maintenance of the vehicle and its components and also
have on hand emergency equipment for servicing the
flight or emergency situations. The manual
recommends that commercial flights should only be
allowed after a maintenance organization approves the
flight and should be done as accordingly to a
maintenance control manual that the state of registry
has provided. Besides such a manual, a maintenance
log book should be kept by the operator and also the
operator must record modifications and repairs done to
the vehicle.
Also, human resource management must be kept
in check and encouraged since the remote flight crew
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must be prepared with ongoing courses for knowledge
and skills on operational procedures, coordination and
handover procedures, abnormal and emergency
situations, situational awareness and human
performance indicators for threats and errors that may
occur during flight. Also, the human resource
management must be able to cope with fatigue and must
grasp the risks and mitigation techniques for fatigue.
In addition21, Chapter 8 of the Manual addresses
one of the main issues regarding drone pilots, an issue
in which they have to follow the same responsibilities
and guiding principles as regular pilots meaning that
they must abide to national and international air law.
The manual opens up with a theory that in the future a
single license will be able to cover all types of scenarios
but will feature ratings, limitations and endorsements.
Also, the manual does not apply to people who own and
use drones as sports or recreational devices, however
national legislation will have to include a degree of
control on flight patterns and areas and also the
category of drones that can be used in said areas.
The license will be issued or rendered valid by a
legally based authority within the registrar state. The
I.C.A.O. Manual addresses a key issue regarding the
pilot license that can be obtained, meaning that he must
have a medical assessment, an observer competency
proof (if its needed), proof regarding experience and a
special licenses for international flights. Also a
minimum age is considered for obtaining a drone pilot
license, as such it is considered that the age of 18 is
appropriate.
Additionally, the guidelines offer the registrar
state the possibility to organize examinations in order
to award the pilot license and also a courses for safety
operations and air safety, conducted by authorized
instructors. The examination should have a theoretical
knowledge examination and a practical skill test. The
theoretical exam should at least cover subjects such as
air law, general knowledge regarding drones, flight
management, human performance, meteorology,
navigation, radiotelephony and the principles of flight,
while the practical test should focus on threat and error
management, maneuvers, airmanship, drone controls.
Since the aforementioned manual is not legally
binding member states to I.C.A.O. are not obliged to
follow these guidelines, but they can implement some
aspects in order to deter unlawful conduct and to
prevent fatal accidents.
However, not all states have adopted a licensing
procedure for pilots beyond that of doing a simple
registration of the device and applying the markings on
the drone. For the most part, the United States of
America and European Union offer a small
21
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informational brochure regarding dos and don’ts in
drone operations for civilians22. The informative
material has common elements, even thou there are two
distinct systems, and focuses mainly on what is
prohibited with civilian drone operations.
Both administrative and legal systems consider as
guiding principles for drone operations the following:
safety checks before operations, applying and obtaining
drone insurance, respecting private property and
privacy laws, no operations near airports or crowded
areas, always have the drone in sight and do not operate
changes to the drone. While the I.C.A.O. Manual
recommends the starting age for drone pilots should be
18, both the European Union and the United States of
America offer the possibility for drone operators to
obtain their license at the earliest of age 16.
This is however tied to drone tiers that are based
on the weight of the device, manufacturer
specifications and risk involved23 and so it includes an
open category that can be used by anyone without any
certification, but requires the user to be at least 14 years
old, and also a specific and certified category that
requires prior certification depending on the type of
drone that will be operated. The drones are to be
registered if they pass the 250 grams mark and require
special registration and certification if they pass the 55
kilogram mark24, a similar approach is also available in
the European Union25. If a drone is under the 250 grams
mark, it will not be subject to any registration
requirements or pilot licensing, the only rule is that of
following the core principles of flight as established by
the aviation administration authority.

2. Solutions and proposals in deterring
unlawful drone operations.
2.1. Certifications and flight approvals
approved by aviation authorities.
Starting with 2016 the Federal Aviation
Administration in the U.S.A. introduced the Remote
Pilot Knowledge Test that focuses on aspects such as
regulations, airspace and requirements, weather,
performance and operations, and is organized as a 2
hour written exam with a 60 question paper with only
one possible answer and can require that the participant
to have maps or charts on hand, while having a
minimum of 70% of the questions needed to pass (42
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out of 60 questions must be answered correctly)26. The
test must be repeated once every 24 months and must
also be accompanied by a vetting by the security
administration on transports.
The only exception to the examination is
considered those who fly model aircraft and those who
have drones under the 250 grams mark. Persons who
are already licensed pilots for manned aircraft can also
receive the drone certification without the need to pass
the test but have to get their accreditation validated by
a drone instructor beforehand.
In Romania, the Civil Aviation Agency published
an informative brochure27 regarding drone flight
requirements and it’s based on the Navigation Directive
D.N. 14-02-00128. The document states that a
certification of identification, a national permit to fly
for drones with a mass of over 15 kilograms, insurance,
approval for operations for general flights and a very
special approval if the flight is done over the Danube
Delta.
Regarding the aforementioned approval,
Romania has an interesting approach in limiting drones
over its skies, meaning that operators must reserve a
portion of the airspace and must be requested with at
least 45 days before the operation. Furthermore, if the
drone is equipped with a camera, then the operator must
request a special authorization from the Ministry of
Defense of Romania that can be obtained anywhere
from 1-30 days after submission. The only exceptions
from these specifics are similar to other legal systems,
meaning that model aircraft are exempted and also any
other drone under 1 kilogram in mass if it only operates
in no populated areas and contains no filming or data
transmission devices. Currently there are no exams
needed in order to fly a drone but there are some
authorized flight instructors.
The European Air Safety Agency does not issue
pilot licenses, this is reserved to member states that can
issue such documents, but must be done under the
guidelines established by the agency29. For example,
the United Kingdom implements the I.C.A.O. Manual
and the European Air Safety Agency Regulation30 in
order to restrict unlawful drone flights by requiring
permits for operators. These permits are valid for 12
months and applies to both indoor and outdoor
operations.
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Under current guidelines, drone operators in the
United Kingdom must comply with a series of
requirements in order to operate, as such if the drone is
under 20 kilograms then the operator must have an
operating permission and a pilot qualification, but only
if the operator is doing aerial work31, if not, then the
casual operator is exempted from this rule. If the total
weight of the devices is more than 20 kilograms, then
the operator will require a registration and
airworthiness certificate32. A permission only addresses
the flight safety aspects of the flight operation and does
not constitute permission to disregard the legitimate
interests of other statutory bodies such as the Police and
Emergency Services, the Highway Agency, Data
Commission or other authorities.
However, all drone operators must comply with
the Regulation (EC) 785/2004 on Insurance
Requirements for Air Carriers and Aircraft Operators33
and as such must acquire a minimum insurance based
on the device in question. The Regulation exempts
from this requirement the following unmanned aircraft:
model aircraft and drones that are under 500 kilograms
that have no commercial purpose or are being used in
local flight instruction. Also, the operators must abide
to the visual line of sight principle, meaning that they
can only operate at a distance of 500 horizontally and
400 feet vertically, but these ranges can be extended if
the owner is a holder of special certifications or the
aviation authority has approved an exempt for a
situation.
In the United Kingdom a license exam has not
been introduced officially as it is awaiting for a proper
regulation by the European agency, however users who
partake in aerial work must have a small unmanned
aerial vehicle permission that can be obtained only after
a course organized by a drone instructor has been
undergone and a certificate was given to them.
Other European Union member states have
adopted internal regulations as placeholders till a
proper legal document is adopted, as such France is
considered a pioneer34 with the Creation and Use
Orders that came into force in early 2016, both orders
aiming at limiting the numbers of drones in the sky and
also the number of drones being manufactured and their
development. French laws also introduce a category
that the current European legislation does not provide a
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legal oversight and that being the particular activities
situation, which is defined as something that is not
hobby, competitive, commercial or experimentation.
Also, to fly drones in public spaces is possible only with
prefecture`s approval.
The particular activities, flight testing and
competitive drone operators must also have pass a
theoretical examination and must finish a practical
training course (and may require up to 20 hours of
drone flight), while commercial operators could also be
obliged to possess additional license for a manned
aircraft and at least one hundred hours of flying a
manned vehicle.
Flying a drone without permission or without a
license can lead to jail time to up to six months a fine
of 15 000 euros (if done out of negligence) and can also
lead to 1 year of jail time and a fine of 45 000 euros if
the user intentionally flies the drone without permission
and in a no-fly zone. The law also criminalizes drone
video and photography that was done without
respecting property, intellectual property and private
laws, meaning that in doing so a person can face a jail
time of at least one year in jail and a fine 75 000 euros.
Furthermore, the laws also require for a
registration at the civil air authority and adding a
license plate to the drone showing owner details and
drone registration number. Manufactures must also
include the force of impact from maximum height for
all drones sold in France. Current legal drafts point
towards electronic registrations and safety features preinstalled in drones.
2.2. Possible solutions in deterring unlawful
flights.
Al-Jazeera reporters were fined and jailed for
flying a drone over Paris in 201535 after two days of
unlicensed operations and being caught by the Police
without having the required documentation (license
plate and registration documents) and without an
approval to fly in public areas. French authorities also
stated that at least 13 unauthorized drones’ flights near
nuclear plants were documented but nobody was found
after the investigation in order to be accountable for the
unauthorized flights.
Romania has started criminal investigations for at
least 4 persons on the usage of drones during the
February 2017 protests36 as the drones were not
registered and were flying in a crowded and public
space, without special authorization. Romania has also
35
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fined unauthorized usage of drones37 and users could
also face jail time depending on the severity of their
deed, as one person found after filming a local church
and was fined for 5000 lei (over 1000 euros) for not
registering the drone to the civil air authority and
obtaining a license plate for it.
Currently, Italy and Germany have also started
drone training programs aimed at limiting drones in the
sky to only those who own operators flight licenses and
only to those who have a minimum insurance. Germany
has even introduced a take-off weight limitation and
fireproof identification based on their weight as a
requirement38. These two states are also implementing
the I.C.A.O. guidelines and current European Air
Safety Agency regulations in order to deter unlawful
flights that can cause accidents. Without these legal
requirements, accidents similar to the ones over Canada
in autumn 201739 or early 2017 in China40 could lead to
potential catastrophic incidents in which a drone that
flies in the cockpit of a much larger manned aircraft
could lead to its crash and cause an unimaginable
aftermath. As such, the case in China was also
accompanied by the arrest of the operator, but in both
cases the international agreed limit of 450 meters
altitude was breached.
As a solution to these situations, states have
adopted different measures of protecting no-fly zones
from drones. As such United Arab Emirates41, Japan42
and South Korea43 have adopted hunter drones to spot
and take-out drones that are flying in protected areas
and to try and identify and prosecute the owners for
these situations. Other states have introduced specially
trained police eagles in order to fight unlawful drone
flights, but the results are mixed44 and may require
future usage and training to determine the impact in
combating unauthorized flights.
Another possible solution is by introducing a
theoretical examination before take-off and introduced
in the drone application that comes with drone for the
mobile phone camera/controller45. This has been
implemented so far in the United States of America and
United Kingdom by one of the leading drone
manufactures and developers, DJI, and it forces
operators to take an 8 question exam on its GO4app and
based on the common-sense flight rules exam it will
allow the user to either start the drone or attempt to pass
the exam after the operator gained some more
knowledge regarding flying under United Kingdom
national legislation.
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Currently, the only limitation for drones is that of
a geofencing system that has been implemented in
order to force drones and their operators from straying
in protected areas such as airports, high density urban
areas or other areas, but this limitation has been hacked
a number of times because of faulty security around the
application that comes with the drone46 and as such
users could circumvent their way and be able to fly over
the imposed limit.

3. Conclusions
Combating unlawful flights has proven a
continued focus for most states, however people have
adopted a stance against drones that fly over their
private property and for situations where authorities
failed to properly intervene.
For example, in the United States of America
persons have adopted the stand-your-ground
principle47, a principle that derives from a law that
designates a person's abode (or, in some states, any
place legally occupied, such as a car or place of work)
as a place in which the person has certain protections
and immunities and allows such a person in certain
circumstances, to attack an intruder instead of
retreating. Typically, deadly force is considered
justified homicide only in cases when the actor
reasonably feared imminent peril of death or serious
bodily harm to oneself or another.
This was an issue raised in front of a national
court where a person shot a drone that was hovering his
home, dubbing him the ”Drone Slayer”48. Afterwards
the pilot demanded a reparatory decision, but the
county judge ruled that drone cases are under the
competence of federal courts and as such the pilot must
file another lawsuit. However, the court provided some
light regarding private property limits by referring to
the Supreme Court Case from 1946, Causby v. United
States49, in which the Supreme Court established that

83 feet (or 25 meters) is the maximum height limit for
private property.
Some solutions to these types of privacy invaders
have been considered and deployed, one of these being
the DroneShield, a detector based on acoustic
technology that notifies the local monitoring service if
a drone comes close to the target in proximity. This
device was a crowd funded gadget that soon came
under military contracting and is now a piece of
technology that can only be sold under the International
Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR)50 due to its
functionality. This device was also used during the
Boston Marathon in 2015, as the entire area was
declared by local authorities as a no-fly zone51.
Currently, there are lots of applications for mobile
phones that showcase no-fly zones for drone users52,
but this technology has to be implemented into the
drone themselves, while operators must follow training
courses and eventually pass a theoretical and practical
examination in order to operate drones, regardless of
classification and/or weight. The I.C.A.O. Manual was
published in 2015 but soon afterwards most states have
started implementing it in various degrees and will
implement most of its rules as they were laid out by
technicians and legal practitioners around the world,
being considered an international standard.
Sadly, most drone manufacturers will not
implement a software based limitations to drones as it
does require additional costs for software development
and so will have to defer to states developing national
solutions in order to deter unlawful flights. However,
the automobile industry started in 1886 when Karl Benz
built the first horseless carriage (the car)53 and it was
driven by people without a permit, but afterwards local
authorities required people prove they can drive the car
for their own safety and the safety of others and so
certification was required54 in order to drive the
machine. So will drones follow suite and will abide to
the I.C.A.O. regulations in order to be able to fly legally
and will also require a proper insurance in case of
responsibility.
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